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IMPORTANT NOTE
ScanEarth is a complex app that relies on digital topographic data as well
as data provided by the smartphone’s built-in devices (GPS,
accelerometers, magnetometers, etc.). That data can be sometimes
inaccurate or missing, making impossible guarantee the accuracy of the
data shown in all cases. That is why for uses in which the integrity of
persons or property may be at risk, ScanEarth must be used with
knowledge of these limitations.

NOTE ON FREE VERSION
Some features of ScanEarth free version are limited but most of the
functionality is preserved. The free version allows users test the application
to decide if they want to purchase the upgrade to full version. The basic
limitation is the distance at which the scan is performed, which is limited
to 4 km (~2.5 miles) for all courses but a window from 10° to 20° degrees
North. At more distance, geographical data of the target (all but altitude)
is not shown on screen and the maps (satellite and topographic) are not
available to locate that targets on them. Pins for targets beyond this limit
and tracking points beyond 10 km (~6 miles) won’t be placed. All other
functionality is the same as in the upgraded version.
To upgrade to full version, enter the purchase panel shown from Main
menu, button ‘UPGRADE’.

INITIAL SCREEN
The basic objective of ScanEarth is to show a set of geographic
information about the image that the user has on the screen, either a virtual
image or a combination of virtual and real.
ScanEarth uses a combination of GPS, gyroscope, and magnetometer
data to know the location and perspective of the viewer and displays the
appropriate image and data on screen. This data includes geographical
coordinates, distance, altitude, and others. The computing is done in real
time and the data is shown continuously on screen as the device moves and
points other targets.
This screen is the first one that appears in the app and consists of six buttons
whose function is described in the folowing.
The first time the app starts, you will be asked about the permissions needed
for the app to work. They consist of the following:
• Location: the app needs to locate the viewer on the map to show on
screen the correct perspective.
• Access to Camera: it is needed to take pictures with an overlay of
data superimpossed.
• Access to Gallery: it is needed to strore the pictures taken.
All these permissions should be granted to ScanEarth to work correctly.

Once done, the new screen displayed consists of six buttons:

The function of each button is as follows:
MAPS: shows a screen with a list of loaded maps that can be activated to
work with. It is initially empty.

ADD MAP: access a screen with a world map from which you can
download new maps to add to the previos list.

SETTINGS: shows a panel with a set of general options for the app like
selection units of measure, degree format and optical parameters of the
atmosphere as well as buttons to configure different settings.

QUICK START: Help file with minimal instructions to start working
with the app.
USER GUIDE: Full tutorial of the app.
UPGRADE: Enters a panel to purchase the upgrade to full version of the
app, releasing this way all its features.

MAIN SETTINGS
This screen sets generic parameters and options for the app. There is also a
button in this screen to purchase the full version of the app.

They are described in the following:
Length units: Metric or Imperial units.
Degree format: Decimal or Deg-min-sec format.
Atmospheric refraction: Refraction is an optic effect that takes place in the
atmosphere due to its different layers and physic conditions of the air. The

result of it is that the light does not follow a straight line but a curved one.
This is the basis of the mirages that generally appear near the surface on a
hot day, but under normal conditions, the effect is that the light tends to
slightly follow the curvature of the Earth and, as a result, objects that should
be hidden behind others are, however, visible. Of course, this effect is only
perceived at long distances.
Mathematically it can be modeled as if the radius of the Earth were greater
than it really is, making the far objects hide more slowly under the horizon
as the distance grows. The real radius of the Earth is R = 6371 km but
considering the atmospheric refraction in usual conditions, the light behaves
as if the radius were 7/6xR, that is, roughly 7400 km.
This control allows to choose among several values for modeling the
refraction effect.
None: ignore atmospheric refraction (Radius 6371 km).
Normal: usual value in usual conditions (Radius 7400 km).
Flat Earth: simulates no curvature of the Earth (infinite radius).
Custom: allows entering a custom value in below control Virtual
Earth radius.
Virtual Earth radius: when selected any value different to Custom in
previous control, displays the assumed value for Earth radius and the control

is disabled. When selected the value Custom, the control is enabled, and
any value can be entered (between valid limits).
Interface color. Define a set of colors for the interface of the app based on
a main color.
Default settings: Loads a set of valid parameters and options. Useful to
recover from any bad settings.

SELECT AREA
The screen of area selection and download is accessed by tapping the button
ADD MAP in the main screen. The aim of this screen is loading a new map
to work with. This screen shows a world map which you can drag and resize
with your fingers or control with the menu buttons to select a downloadable
area.
The screen consists in an option panel. The option Standard will
automatically load a map of medium dimensions center in your GPS
position.

The other option, Manual, will allow you to select manually a map of
arbitrary location and dimensions. With this appears another screen showing
a world map with a cross in the middle which you can slide to point
anywhere in the world.

On the right of this screen there is three dots
button. Tapping the dots
make appear the menu of this screen in which you can slide and zoom in or
out to select the area of your interest.
If a blue rectangle appears on screen, it means that the selected area is
limited to its content. That is to prevent the distances from being much
longer in horizontal than in vertical. In this case, the coordinates of the
corners are referred to the blue rectangle too.

At the left of the screen there is a toolbar with five icons whose functions
are, from up to down, zoom in ( ), zoom out ( ), download ( ), hide the
toolbar ( ) and show thee help document of the screen ( ). With this
toolbar you can use some of the menu functions without the need to show
it.

The menu also contains a button named GoToGPS that moves the map to
point to your actual location in the world if you are interested in your
surrounding area, but you can download any other area of the world. Of
course, all this is possible if GPS signal is available.
Some data is displayed on the screen giving information about the area
shown like dimensions and coordinates (northwest and southeast corners) as
well as the coordinates of the central point, marked with a cross.
Initially, the button DOWNLOAD of the menu is disabled and a red
message warns about the impossibility of acquire such a large area. It
remains in this state until you select an area of about 500 km wide or less (<
300 miles). There is also a limitation in latitudes: the area must be between
60 ° North and 56 ° South.

Once selected an available area (all you can see on screen or inside the blue
rectangle, if it appears), the red message disappears, and the button
DOWNLOAD gets enabled.

When tapped, it asks for a name showing a panel.

When tapped OK, it starts downloading the map and a progress bar is
displayed showing the state of the operation. A data connection is needed
for this, so it is recommended doing this at home by Wi-Fi to preserve your
data quota.

When the download finishes, the progress bar reaches 100% and the OK
button can be tapped.

When done, an option panel is shown where you can choose the next step.

With the first option, we go to the Initial location screen where we can
choose the viewer´s initial location on the map.

The second option returns to the MAIN MENU screen where you can tap
the MAP button to access the map list and start working with another map.

The BACK button returns to the main screen. The button with the ‘>’
symbol hides the menu.

INITIAL LOCATION
Once loaded a map, this screen appears to allow set the initial location
on it, that is, the point from which the observer is viewing in the camera
screen (the following to it).

Basically, there are two ways of determining that position, the position
given by the GPS device or determining it manually. The screen shows the
actual position sent by de GPS device next to the GPS button. By tapping
the GPS button, that location is sent to the next screen.

To determine the position manually we also have two ways, entering
latitude and longitude directly in the textboxes next to the button labeled
Enter lat & lon, or selecting it from one of the two maps, satellite or
topographic, that are available in the last two buttons. Valid formats for the
first option are the following (negative signs are for South and West):
(-)999.99999 or (-)999º99'99.99'' or (-)999d99m99.99s
examples:
-23.12345,

4.345,

-124d25m23.12s,

15º54'31.7''

NOTE: For the symbol º to appear on keyboard, tap and keep 0 key (zero).
For double quotes symbol '' you can use two apostrophes '' or double quotes ''.

For selecting the location from maps, we have two options: the first one
is the satellite map and shows a portion of the area you are working with.
The targeted location´s coordinates are displayed on the central indicators
as well as its altitude. You can drag the map to target a new location, then
tap the Virtual Location button on the upper right corner to make it active
and navigate to the following screen (camera screen).

The map can also display a menu with options to help in this task; for that
the button
must be tapped.

The icon
searches the highest place in a radius of 300 m around the
center and moves to it. Tapping the button repeatedly until it stops causes to
locate on the highest place around where you can have a view of 360°. It is
possible zooming in or out the map with toolbar icons
and
to have a
better perspective or precise location more accurately. The button BACK
returns to the previous screen. Once selected the position, tapping the
Virtual Location button (or icon
screen.

) of the menu navigates to the next

As second option for selecting location from a map, the topographic
map works in a similar way. This map lacks toponymic references (roads or

places names) but represents the topographic elements much clearer and can
be used offline since it is generated by the app itself.

CAMERA SCREEN
This screen is the main one of the app. It displays a drawing of the relief
around, alone or merged with the camera image, and shows a lot of
geographical data about it. It appears after loading a map and selecting a
viewer´s point of view on it.
Controlling this screen is carried out mainly by two toolbars at both
sides of the screen which provide the main functionality. More options and
settings are managed by a menu that can be shown at the right side by
tapping the
button of the right tool bar. Another
button in the left
toolbar hides and shows the toolbars themselves to get a clearer image of
the relief.

There are indicators at the top and bottom showing geographical data. These
are what we are going to describe first:

The lower ones are relative to the viewers position, that is, as they are
labeled:
•
•
•
•

LAT: latitude of the viewer.
LON: longitude of the viewer.
ALT: altitude of the viewer.
FOV: horizontal field of view (FOV) of the image.

It is shown also the date and time in a central indicator (optional). The
geographical data is referenced to Datum WGS84 as it is provided by the
GPS device.
The upper indicators display the geographical data corresponding to the
target pointed by the central cross in the screen and the data relative to it
from viewer’s position. In some cases, the topographic data is not complete,
and the information shown may be inaccurate. That uncertainty is shown
changing the color of the indicators to orange for a light error or red for the
worst case.

The indicators are labeled as:
•
•
•
•
•
•

LAT: latitude of the target.
LON: longitude of the target.
DIST: distance from viewer to target (*).
ALT: altitude of target (and difference with viewer´s one).
ELE: elevation of the device (given by the gyroscope).
BRG: bearing of the device (given by the magnetometer).

(*) Distance is computed using Haversine formula and then applied the Pythagoras theorem
to consider the difference in altitudes between viewer and target.

Optionally two more indicators can appear on the upper right side of the
screen:
• GRAD: gradient or direction of maximal slope in the target location
(in degrees).
• SLOPE: slope, in degrees, in the GRAD direction.
The units and formats of the magnitudes can be selected in Settings (first
screen of the app) and you can choose between metric and imperial for the
length units and decimal or deg-min-sec format for degrees.
Graphical indicators for most of the upper values are also available by
configuring the dashboard (Menu/Settings/Dashboard/Show spheres).

The left toolbar consists of five buttons, the lower of them
help file.

The following upwards is a three-dots icon
of both left and right toolbars.

displays this

that toggles the visibility

The next one is a slide
or compass
icon that toggles the
gyroscope functionality. If the first one is visible, the image is static and

only changes if it is slid. As you slide the screen, the indicators data changes
displaying the corresponding to the new targets pointed to by the central
cross. If the second icon is visible (compass ), the screen shows the relief
in front of the viewer. As the device moves around, the point targeted
changes and the indicators display the data corresponding to it. It is achieved
by combining the data provided by gyroscope and magnetometer sensors as
usually do AR apps.

The icons

and

toggles the GPS reception. When GPS is active

(icon
visible), the local position is controlled by it. In this mode, when
the viewer’s position changes in more than 30m, the screen is updated and
redrawn. To deactivate the GPS update, tap this icon. This changes the icon
to
and the position of the viewer remains fixed.
The last icon upwards is a picture icon
that, when camera is enabled,
takes pictures with the camera with an overlay of data and stores it in the
Gallery. Initially this icon is missing as the camera is initially off. Instead
you can see the screenshot icon
which stores a screen capture in gallery.
To switch the camera on, camera icon must be tapped ( ), the upper one in
the right toolbar. When this is done, a preview image is displayed as with
any other camera app, and the picture icon gets enabled so that you can take
a picture of what you are seeing. The relief lines are still shown on the
preview image, but the camera preview image replaces the black
background. The picture stored in Gallery will have superimposed the
indicators showing the data but not the relief. But taking a picture is not so

straightforward if you want the data of the indicators be accurate. It is
necessary some extra work due to the usual bias that affects the gyroscope
and magnetometer. This bias can be perceived as the relief lines do not
match the real image.

The information given by the indicators is always the relative to the
relief lines. The process to get accurate data on the picture is
straightforward: after tapping the picture icon the camera image freezes and
you will be asked (by a red message on screen) to get the match of the image
with the relief lines. Then the image of the camera and the relief lines can
be adjusted to overlap by sliding, enlarging/stretching, and if necessary,
rotating the image.

Once frozen, the relief lines need to be enlarged to match the real image.

To enlarge/stretch the relief lines pinch on screen:

After sliding the lines down, the image is still unmatched and needs to
be rotated counterclockwise.

Next step is rotate the picture counterclockwise to match the lines.

To rotate the picture the gesture is as shown:

Once done the match, the data on the indicators is supposed to be
correct.

The adjustment at the edges of the image will not be perfect due to some
optical distortion, but it is very small. For taking pictures, you just need to
adjust the image to make sure the pointed target matches, as only this data
will be displayed on the image. Once the match is achieved, the button OK
stores the picture in gallery with the correct data overlaid. A clean image
without overlay will be stored in gallery too.
The right toolbar starts with the camera icon which we have partially
commented.

When the camera screen is entered, the icon in the toolbar is , that is,
camera is off. Tapping it toggles the camera on and the icon changes to .
Then, the preview image provided by the camera is in background instead
of the relief lines alone (by default drawn on a black background).
The next icon downwards is a pin . It is to store the coordinates of a
target and allows to give it a name. When tapped, a panel asking for a name
appears and when fulfilled and tapped OK button, the screen is repainted to
show the pin (if not disabled this option). The stored pins can be seen in the
places list available in the Pin list menu option (the Menu appears tapping
the icon
in the right toolbar).

Another icon of the toolbar is the satellite icon . Tapping this icon
navigates to another screen which displays a satellite image centered in the
target coordinates of the previous one.

The map shows indicators not only for the center coordinates but for
the northwest and southeast ones too so you can have information of the
limits of the area shown. There are two horizontal and vertical rules with
references of distances on the right bottom corner. The screen has a threedots button to show a menu (with options and diverse functionality), a help
icon and a multifunction button at the upper right corner with different
actions depending on the context. For this map to be displayed it is needed
a data connection.
The next icon of this right toolbar is a map icon
that will show
another map but, in this case, it is a map generated by the app itself, so it is
possible to access it offline.

The functionality and options of this screen is like the previous one. The
image is a shadowed terrain map with colors on altitude. The scale of colors
can be modified, and it is possible to show contour lines and a coordinate
grid spaced 1°.
For an accurate scan on an image you can freeze it. For this function to
work, it is needed that the camera is on. Then, tap the snowflake icon .
When done, the image supplied by the camera gets frozen and it can be
adjusted by sliding the relief lines, enlarge/stretch and, if needed, rotate the
image in a similar way as when taking a picture.

The relief needs to be enlarged to get the matching.

After the first trial, the image needs to be rotated.

After some rotation, the match is good.

Once the real and synthetic images match, tapping the button OK
makes both real and virtual images scroll together, showing on indicators
the geographical data of the places pointed.
To exit the frozen state, simply tap the snowflake icon again and the
screen returns to the previous state.
The waypoint icon
, lets you draw a path on the screen and store it
for later use or showing it on a map. Once tapped the icon, sliding the screen
(as indicated in red on screen) draws a line connecting the points it passes
on.

When finished the path, tapping the waypoint
panel to ask for a name.

icon again shows a

The path is stored in a list to be activated later (accessible in
Menu/Track List). For a stored track to be seen on screen, just open the list
and tap on it. The path will be drawn in perspective on screen; the visible
points will be drawn in light color; the points behind obstacles will be
represented darker.
Once selected, the path is also visible in maps.

In the frozen state, selected with
as already seen, it is possible to
track a path too. In this case, the track is done on the real image. Just tap the
tracking icon
and slide the screen to follow the path. The relief lines will
disappear from screen so you can track on the real image more clearly. When
finished, tap the icon
again and give the track a name as before.

The last icon on the right toolbar is a three-dots icon that displays a
menu with different buttons. The lower button with the symbol ‘ > ’ hides
the menu again.

In the following it is described the functionality of the buttons in this
menu by button name:
Virtual location: Sets virtually the location of the viewer in the place of the
selected target. The relief image is regenerated as if the viewer was in that
place.
In the camera screen, the original location of the viewer is displayed as a pin
named ‘ME’. In the maps, real location is displayed as ‘ME’ and virtual
location as ‘Virtual ME’.
Visualization: Displays another menu with more buttons to zoom in or out
the image, change the field of view or modify the transparency of the relief
image over the real image. For a detailed description see the help of the
corresponding panels.

Pin list: Shows a list of stored pins. The list consists in a picture of the area
map in which the location of the pin is marked with a red cross and a text
displaying the name of the pin, its coordinates, bearing and distance from
viewer´s position and altitude. By sliding an element in the list, it allows the
user to delete a pin or center the image of camera screen on it.

Track list: Shows a list of stored tracks. The list consists of a picture of the
area map in which the path is marked in red and a text displaying its name.
The user can delete a track or activate it to be shown on camera screen and
maps.

Settings: Configure options to show elements on screen, colors, chart
features, distances, and other parameters. All these options are described in
detail in the corresponding help document of the screen or panel.

Main menu: Goes to the Main Menu screen exiting the current map.

TOPO MAPS
This map can be accessed from Camera screen when a target is pointed
by tapping the topo icon
in the toolbar:

With this action, a map colored on altitudes is displayed centered in the
target coordinates.

That coordinates are shown in the indicators at the center, as well as its
altitude. The coordinates of the northwest and the southeast corners of the
shown area are displayed too. Two scaled rules are drawn at the lower right
as a reference of distances and a help icon
is in the lower left corner as
usual. By sliding the screen, the target at the center changes and the
indicators show the new values. The corner indicators change accordingly.
At the upper right corner, there is a multifunction button that works
depending on the context. Initially it returns to the previous screen.
There is a three dots icon
access to a menu panel.

at the middle of the right side which gives

The Topo colors button displays a new panel to configure the features
of the topographic map. In it, the image can be zoomed in or out; with the
two sliders the scale of colors can be reduced and with the two switches you
can activate the contour lines (every 200m) and the grid of coordinates
(every 1°). To hide the panel again the button ‘ > ‘ must be tapped.

Panel to configure topo map

Zoomed out

Scale of colors reduced

Zoomed in

Contour lines and grid

Monochromatic

The button New Pin allows storing the location of the coordinates
pointed by the central cross of the screen. When tapped, a panel asking for
a name is displayed and when tapped OK the location is stored.

The pin is shown on the screen pointed by a line, with its name at the
other end. These points will be shown in the Camera screen too when
returning to it. The list of points can be accessed through Camera screen
menu by tapping
and then PIN LIST button.
Tapping the button Track starts the tracking mode in which sliding the
screen records the points you are passing on, drawing a line connecting them
in a path.

When finish defining the path, the button at the upper right can be
tapped (it is titled now End track) and a name for the path is asked for in a
panel.

The path just recorded is stored and remains active so that when
returning to the Camera screen it is drawn in perspective. As with places,
the list of tracks can be accessed through camera screen by tapping
then TRACK LIST button.

and

The icons
and
of the toolbar enlarges or reduces the image but
keeping the center unchanged.
The Virtual location button (same as icon ) sets a new point of view
for the Camera screen (the targeted in the center of the map), which will be
redrawn according to this new point of view. This button causes the return
to the camera screen and the process of redrawn is started. The relief shown
will be as if the viewer were in this place. In this state, a pin named ME can
be seen in the view that represents the initial position when entered in the
screen for the first time (either provided by GPS, entered manually, or
selected from a map). From now (in this virtual mode), the point of view in
the maps will be represented by a pin named Virtual ME.
The icon
searches for the highest point around the target (in a range
of about 300m) and centers the image on it. Tapping it repeatedly causes to
climb to a higher place until a top is reached. It is useful if you want to
virtually relocate yourself to a point with a good visibility. Reaching a local
top gives you a view of 360 ° around.
The button BACK closes this view and returns to the camera screen.
Button ‘<‘ hides the menu.

TOPO COLORS
In this panel you can control some properties of the Topographic map
look. The sample image on the right is centered in the last position of the
previous screen (Topo map).

To have a better perspective, can be zoomed in or out by tapping the + or –
buttons below the Zoom label.

With the two switches below, you can activate the contour lines (every
200m) and the grid of coordinates (every 1°).

With the two sliders, the scale of colors can be reduced.

The changes are then applied to the topographic map when returning.

To hide the panel again the button ‘ > ‘ must be tapped and the changes will
appear in the Topo Map screen.

SATELLITE MAP
This map can be accessed from camera screen when a target is pointed
by tapping the satellite icon . With this action, a satellite map is displayed
centered in the target coordinates.

That coordinates are shown in the indicators at the center, as well as the
altitude. The coordinates of the northwest and the southeast corners are
shown too. Two scaled rules are drawn at the lower right as a reference of
distances and a help icon is in the lower left corner as usual. By sliding

the screen, the target at the center changes and the indicators show the new
values.
At the upper right corner there is a multifunction button that works
depending on the context. Initially it returns to the previous screen.
There is a three dots icon
access to a menu panel.

at the middle of the right side which gives

The Type map button displays a panel in which three values can be
selected: Satellite, that shows photographic detail of the area, Roads, that
draws roads and streets as well as toponymics, and Hybrid, that shows both
types at the same time.

The button New Pin allows recording a location in the coordinates of
the central cross of the screen. When tapped, a panel asking for a name is
displayed and the location is recorded.

The pin is shown on the screen pointed by a line with its name at the
other end. These points will be shown in the camera screen too when
returning to it.
Tapping the button Track starts the tracking mode in which sliding the
screen registers the points you are passing on, drawing a line connecting
them in a path.

When finish defining the path, the multifunction button can be tapped
(it is titled now End track) and a name for the path is asked for in a panel.

The track just registered is stored and remains active so that when
returning to the Camera screen it is drawn in perspective.

The icons
and
keeping the same center.

of the toolbar enlarges or reduces the image but

The Virtual location button (does the same as icon
of toolbar) sets
a new point of view for the camera screen (the targeted in the center of the
map), which will be redrawn on this new point of view. This causes the
return to the camera screen and the process of redrawn is started. The relief
viewed will be as if the viewer was in this point. In this state, a pin named
ME can be seen in the view that represents the initial position in the map

(either provided by GPS, entered manually, or selected from a map). From
now, the point of view in the maps will be represented by a pin named
Virtual ME.
The button GoTop (same as icon
) searches for the highest point
around the target (in a range of about 300m) and centers the image on it.
Tapping it repeatedly causes to climb to a higher place until a local top is
reached. It is useful if you want to virtually relocate yourself to a point with
a good visibility. Reaching a local top gives you a view of 360 ° around.
The button BACK closes the screen and returns to the camera screen.
Button ‘ < ‘ hides the menu.

TYPE OF SATELLITE MAP
This panel selects the type of map of the satellite map view.

You can choose among three options:
Satellite is a view in which only the physical images are shown.

Roads is a view that displays only names and roads without any
photographic image.

Hybrid is a mixture of the previous views.

The OK button activates the selected option. CANCEL hides the panel
without changes. The help icon shows this help file.

TRANSPARENCY LEVEL
This panel allows selecting the level of transparency applied to the relief
image, so that the preview image provided by the camera is seen through it
more or less dimmed. It may help to adjust images when taking pictures or
freeze images by increasing the contrast with the relief lines.

The main control is a slider that you can move up or down to select the socalled Alpha channel of the relief image background. A value of 0 means
the image is fully transparent and you can see the relief overlay drawn on
the camera image as it is provided. The value selected is shown in the upper
indicator. A different value can be selected from 0.0 (fully transparent) up
to 1.0 (fully opaque) controlling this way the brightness of the camera image
and increasing the visibility of the relief overlay. The button at the lower
right hides the panel. The lower left icon shows this help file.

FIELD OF VIEW
This panel controls the field of view (FOV) of the images shown in the
camera screen, both the virtual image and the camera preview.

The main control is a slider that you can move up or down to select the FOV
of the relief and camera images. The preview image provided by the camera,
if active, will be scaled accordingly to match.

FOV at 37°

FOV at 17°

The button at the lower right hides the panel.

FOV at 54 °

FOV at 8°

Working with a narrow field of view increases the detail level of the
images but increases the time needed to generate them too. The value
selected is shown in degrees in the upper indicator. The maximum value
depends on the device’s video hardware. Changing this value makes the
camera screen work with that value ever since. For a limited use of this
detailed images the Zoom function can be used instead (it can be found in
the same menu). Unlike the Zoom function, changing FOV affects to 360°
around so that you can slide the screen without limitations or activate the
gyroscope to point any bearing. As a counterpart, the generation of the
images takes longer.

The lower left icon shows this help file.

ZOOM SLIDER
This panel controls the field of view of both the camera and the virtual
images, but the effect is only transient so you can return quickly to the
normal mode.

As with the FOV control, the main control of this panel is a slider that you
can move up or down to select the FOV of the relief and camera images.

The value selected is shown in degrees in the upper indicator. The maximum
value depends on the device’s video hardware. Once selected a value for the
new FOV, the relief image is redrawn and the camera image, if active,
changes its zoom accordingly. The horizontal scrolling in this mode is
limited to three times the image width. By tapping the Unzoom button at the
bottom, the camera screen recovers quickly the original FOV. The button at
the lower right hides the panel. The lower left icon shows this help file.

CHART SETTINGS
This panel controls the view of a graphic chart of the relief (altitudes) along
the geodesic on a given bearing. On it, the targeted point is marked in red,
the lowest in altitude in green and the highest in blue.

The first switch (Show chart) controls the displaying of the chart itself, and
the switch ‘Chart location’ makes the chart be on top or bottom of the
screen.
The switch ‘Chart full range’ shows a graphic scaled to fill the whole
graphic height. The switch ‘Chart same scale’ shows the graphic keeping
the same scale of the magnitude represented in the horizontal axis (distance)
and the vertical (height). The reason for both graphics to be displayed is that
when the distance is long, keeping the same scale for height and distance
makes the heights appear too low on the chart.
The other switches control the distance represented in the chart. It can be up
to reach the target (Up to target), up to the limit of the area or scan limit
(Up to max), or up to a custom value (Up to custom distance) which must

be entered in the textbox ‘Custom distance’. In this case, targets beyond
this limit are not scanned although they could be seen on screen.

CAMERA SCREEN ITEMS
This panel allows to select the elements that are shown on the screen.
Most of indicators and elements are always present but some can be hidden
optionally. The first four switches of this panel are for that and the elements
they control are as the image below indicates.

The switch ‘Colors on altitude’ make the relief lines color depend on
altitude. The way they are drawn depends on the next control (Coloring
mode). If chosen Gradient, the color of the lines will be the same as the
ones of the topographic map; if chosen Threshold, it must be given a value

different to 0 in the control Altitude threshold. In such case, the colors are
different for altitudes under and over this value.
The switch ‘Colors on distance’, works similarly to the previous one
but in this case the color applied depends on the distance to the viewer. The
option ‘Gradient’ gives a different color depending on distance in the same
way it is done with altitudes.
It is possible to select one of these two switches or none, but logically
never both. In case none is selected, the relief lines are drawn in the color
they are configured in the panel ‘Colors for camera screen’.
In the following, a brief description of the functions of every control in
this panel:
Show pins: Switches the appearing of pins on screens Camera and maps.
Show date and time: Switches the appearing of date and time at the bottom
of the screen.
Show gradient: Switches the appearing of the gradient indicators on top
right of screen (labeled as GRAD and SLOPE).
Show rulers: Switches the appearing of scale rule at the center of screen. It
shows the scale of longitudes on target location.

Indicator’s background: paints a colored background for the indicators.
The color is configurable in the menu Settings/Colors.
Show hints: Switches the appearing of hints to help the user.
Show spheres: Switches the appearing of graphical indicators.
Show full compass: If active, it shows the full circle of the compass, either
on screen or in photos. If not active, it only shows the top.

Colors on altitude: Draws relief lines color on altitude. If switched off,
takes the color by default configured in colors panel.
Coloring mode: If chosen Gradient, draws the scale of colors of the
topographic map.

Coloring mode: If chosen Threshold, you must select an altitude in the
next control as threshold to change color of lines.

Altitude threshold: The threshold value referred in the previous control.
Colors on distance: Draws relief lines color depending on distance. If
switched off, takes the color configured in colors panel as default.
Coloring mode: If chosen Threshold, you must select a distance in the next
control as threshold to change color of lines.

Coloring mode: If chosen Gradient, applies the scale of colors of the
topographic map. It assigns the scale of colors from 0 to the value selected
in Distances for Distance max relief so if this distance is longer than the
map limits the full scale of colors won’t be applied.

Distance threshold: The threshold value referred in the previous control.

DISTANCES
This panel sets the parameters that control the distances at which the
relief lines are drawn (Distance max relief), and at which the scan is active
(Distance max scan). A shorter distance in the first of them reduces the
computing of the initial drawing process, especially when the FOV (Field
of view) is small.

In general, both distances should be the same. If for any reason they are
configured different, consider that if the scan distance is shorter than the

drawing distance, you won’t get data of objects represented beyond distance
scan; if the drawing distance is shorter than scan distance, you will have data
of missing objects on screen.
The other parameters are the initial drawing and initial scan parameters.
They are different of zero to avoid problems with short distances at which
the computing is not accurate.
In the Camera screen, the initial drawing distance is represented by a
red (by default) line around the viewer’s position. If the scan distance is the
same, below this line there will not be data on the indicators or, if so, they
should be discardable.
Increasing the initial distances can be useful to skip near obstacles
standing in the field of vision.

Increasing the initial distances, the view is improved avoiding the obstacle.

Now the view skips the obstacle.

TRACK LIST
This screen is a list of the tracks you have recorded. Every row has a
picture of the map area and a description with the track name, longitude
and initial and final coordinates. The location of the track in the map is
marked in red.

As with other lists, you can scroll it and by sliding left a row, a button
appears to allow deleting the track.

By tapping a row, the panel hides, and the track is drawn in the Camera
screen. When active, the track can be seen too in the satellite and
topographic maps accessible through the Camera screen.
At the bottom you have two buttons, the BACK one returns to the
previous screen without changes. The HELP button shows this help file.

PLACES LIST
This screen is a list of the places you have recorded for the active
map.

Every row has a picture of the area map and a description with the place
name, coordinates, and altitude, and the relative to the actual point of view,
bearing, elevation and distance. The location of the point in the map is
marked with a red cross.
It works as any other list view so you can move up or down the list. By
sliding to left a row, some buttons appear. With the Delete one the place can
be removed.

The other button that appears is the GOTO, which returns to the camera
view and makes it scroll to point the selected place.
At the bottom you have two buttons, the BACK one returns to the previous
screen doing nothing. The HELP button shows this help file.

MAP LIST
This screen is a list of the maps you have loaded. Every row has a
picture of its topography and a description of the area with the map name,
coordinates of the northwest and southeast corners and dimensions in km or
miles.

It works as any other list view so you can scroll it. By sliding left a row,
a Delete button appears to remove the map and free the storage if you do not
need it anymore.

To select a map to work with, all you must do is tapping its row and
then the next screen appears where you can choose the location of the viewer
on it.
At the bottom you have two buttons, the BACK one returns to the
previous screen doing nothing. The HELP button shows this help file.

COLOR CHOOSER
This panel allows choosing a color from the palette shown. The palette
has five rows, the lower one goes from black to white through levels of gray.
The other four lines of colors provide a wide range of colors to choose.

To select a color, all is needed is tapping one of the colored buttons and the
color sample box in the middle lower of the screen loads it. A level of
transparency of 50% can be applied to the color by activating the switch
control at the bottom. Tapping the OK button activates the selected color
for the element of the previous screen. The CANCEL button closes the
panel with no effect. The HELP icon shows this help file.

CAMERA SCREEN COLORS
This panel configures the colors of the different elements in the Camera
screen.

Tapping any sample color box displays the color chooser panel where any
color of the palette can be selected for every item.
For the color of the relief lines, this action selects the default color for them
but they can be drawn in different colors depending on distance or altitude
and with a coutinuous gradient of colors or based on a threshold. This

options can be selected in the panel of elements to show available from
camera screen:

The correspondence of the panel elements with the ones in the camera screen
is described in the next three pictures:

Once changed the desired colors, tapping OK button acivates the changes
in the camera screen and it is redrawn accordingly. The button CANCEL

aborts the operation and returns to the camera screen without changes. The
help icon shows his help file.

